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Data summary 

 % qtr % ann 

Headline CPI 1.2% 6.7% 

Tradable 0.7% 6.4% 

Non-tradable 1.7% 6.8% 

 

Relatively good, absolutely bad 

 Annual CPI inflation decelerated to a still-eye-watering 6.7% in Q1, 

weaker than our forecast of 7.2%, and a decent clip below the RBNZ’s 

February MPS forecast of 7.3%. But the surprise was largely in the 

tradables component (the more volatile and less persistent kind of 

inflation). 

 Non-tradables inflation (the sticky kind of inflation) came in at 1.7% 

q/q, weaker than the February MPS forecast of 1.9% q/q but in line with 

our forecast. This ‘miss’ vs. the RBNZ’s forecast didn’t prevent annual 

non-tradables inflation from accelerating – it’s now running at 6.8% y/y, 

which is more than double the ~3% annual pace that has historically 

been associated with headline inflation running close to the 2% target 

midpoint. In fact, annual non-tradables inflation is at a record high! So 

despite the weaker non-tradables starting point and weaker headline, 

we don’t think the sound of corks popping will be resonating through the 

RBNZ’s offices tonight.  

 Core inflation measures were a mixed bag. CPI excluding food, fuel, and 

energy fell to 6.5% y/y (6.7% previously). Trimmed mean measures 

eased at almost all levels of trim, but was flat at 6.1% at the 30% trim-

level. Meanwhile, weighted median inflation accelerated 0.6% points to 

5.6%. 

 Tradables inflation (largely imported) came in at 6.4% y/y (8.2% 

previously), well below our and the RBNZ’s forecast of 7.4%. There was 

a fair bit of ‘noise’ in this read – nothing new! 

 All up, these data mean the RBNZ will be heading into its second 

consecutive MPS with a downside starting point surprise for non-

tradable inflation under the belt. That’s great news, but there are 

offsets: there could be more fiscal stimulus to lean against (we’ll know 

more on Budget day), and that the RBNZ may have more cyclone-

related inflation to bake into their outlook (as signalled in the April 

Monetary Policy Review). So while markets may be chomping at the bit 

to price in cuts from late 2023/early 2024, we’re not convinced the 

Monetary Policy Committee will be eager to deliver them any time soon 

– inflation went their way today, but the war on high and sticky inflation 

is far from won. 

 We continue to expect a 25bp hike at next month’s MPS. Today’s data is 

likely not enough to be seen by the RBNZ as warranting a pause, but it 

should rule out another 50bp hike.  

Big picture and monetary policy implications 

There’s plenty in the Q1 CPI data for both the doves and the hawks to focus 

on, and while these data do tell a better relative story than the February 

MPS, it’s still a pretty bad picture in an absolute sense. Inflation is still 

running near a multi-decade high, and annual non-tradables inflation, 

alongside a few other measures of typically-sticky inflation, were still 

accelerating as at Q1. While it is important for the RBNZ to appropriately 

account for the lags with which monetary policy typically works, we think it’s 

a bit of a stretch to think today’s data will give them good reason to blink 

before taking the OCR to 5.5%. In particular, the weaker starting point for  
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non-tradables inflation versus the RBNZ’s February MPS forecast needs to 

be weighed up against the potential for more fiscal stimulus come Budget 

2023, potential green shoots emerging in the housing market, and the fact 

that the RBNZ has signalled they will likely revise up their estimates of the 

inflation impacts of Cyclone Gabrielle in the May MPS.  

Scratching under the surface of today’s data, the fact that 81% of the CPI 

basket was running above 2% (figure 2) doesn’t bode well for either the 

persistence of inflation or inflation expectations. Meanwhile, the rotation 

from goods to services inflation (figure 1) suggests sticky inflation risks 

have not yet turned a corner, even though headline inflation has. Services 

inflation tends to be driven more by labour market pressures than goods 

inflation is (the latter being determined more by global factors and the 

NZD). As a result, services inflation can be quite persistent and difficult to 

tame. Indicators of labour market stretch have certainly improved of late, 

but they remain at levels consistent with building inflation pressures, with 

businesses still reporting that labour availability is their biggest problem. 

Until labour supply and demand are back in balance, high and sticky 

underlying inflation remains a key risk. 

Figure 1. Goods and services inflation 

 

Figure 2. Proportion of the CPI basket running greater 

than X% y/y 

 

Given all that, we’re not convinced the Q1 CPI data provide enough of a 

signal to shift the dial on our OCR call. Yes, all else equal, the Q1 CPI alters 

the balance of risks towards less tightening being needed overall (vs the 

February MPS), but not enough in our view to make a pause in May more 

likely than a 25bp hike. It should, however, rule out another 50bp hike. 

Next stop: the Q1 labour market release and then Budget 2023.  

The details  

Turning to the details, of the 1.2% q/q increase in consumer prices in the 

March quarter: 

 Food prices (18.0% of the CPI basket) lifted 3.7% q/q, stronger than 

the 3.3% suggest by the Food Price Index. Food prices continue to be 

pushed higher by supplier and regulatory costs, labour shortages, and 

extreme weather events.   

 Housing-related costs (28.3% of the CPI basket) remain a key driver, 

rising 1.0% q/q – again stronger than the 0.9% q/q we pencilled in. 

Rent prices were up 1.1% q/q, to be up 4.3% y/y. Housing construction 

costs also rose 1.1% q/q, which is slightly below the historical average 

of 1.3% q/q, and well down from the ~4.5% q/q growth rates recorded 

in 2021 and mid-2022. Further deceleration is expected over 2023 as 

higher interest rates bite, but potential green shoots in housing suggest 

new upside risks are emerging.  
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 The transport group (14.2% of the CPI basket) fell 1.3% q/q, much 

weaker than the 0.7% rise we expected. Petrol prices declined 2.6% 

q/q, explaining the bulk of our forecast miss. We pencilled in a flat q/q 

read based on monitoring weekly petrol prices, but these have become a 

less reliable indicator of late. Domestic airfares fell 3.7% q/q to be still 

up a whopping 53.7% y/y (also weaker than our expectation). 

International airfares fell 4.3% q/q, again this was weaker than 

expected. All up, the transport group explains a large share of our 

forecast miss. This group tends to be volatile.  

 The recreation and culture group (8.5% of the CPI basket) lifted 0.7% 

q/q, a touch weaker than the 0.8% q/q we had pencilled in. Anecdotally, 

the tourism reopening has put a lot of pressure on tourism hotspots, 

retail and accommodation, with labour scarcity making it a challenge to 

meet this increase in demand. However, that pressure was less evident 

in accommodation services (up just 0.6% q/q) and recreational and 

cultural services (up 1.3% q/q). Audio-visual and computing equipment 

prices fell 4.1% q/q. 

 Household contents and services (4.2% of the CPI) fell 0.5% q/q, 

weaker than the 1.1% lift that we had pencilled in, potentially hinting at 

smaller flooding/cyclone impacts than we assumed, and possibly more 

margin squeeze by retailers in the face of softening household demand. 

That said, this component is also heavily weighted towards tradables 

inflation, explaining a decent share of the miss to our forecast. 

All up, the overs and unders relative to our forecast don’t appear to be a 

game changer for the broader CPI outlook. The starting point for inflation is 

lower, but that’s largely (though not exclusively) a tradables story. For the 

RBNZ, the outlook matters at least as much as the starting point, and we 

still have a potentially stimulatory Budget to digest, along with tentative 

green shoots emerging in the housing market that may yet require further 

action by the RBNZ (if they deem this a threat to getting inflation back to 

target). Then there’s potentially stronger inflationary and capacity impacts 

owing to the cyclone (mentioned in this month’s Monetary Policy Review) for 

the RBNZ to consider. With the RBNZ’s upper estimate of the short-run 

neutral OCR around 5.4%, it would appear the hurdle to pause before taking 

the OCR to 5.5% is pretty high. The RBNZ needs to be very confident that 

monetary policy settings are contractionary enough to tame inflation, as if 

not, a new and economically damaging second round of OCR hikes would 

likely be needed later on. The stakes are high, and too high for the RBNZ to 

blink just yet.  
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Figure 3. Headline CPI inflation 

 

Figure 5. CPI groups – March 2023 quarter 

 

Figure 4. CPI inflation components 

 

Figure 6. Core inflation measures 
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